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Dear Mr Wilkins 
 
I refer to my letter to you of 26 October 2009 concerning the COAG National Legal 
Profession Reform Project. 
 
The Law Council of Australia (‘LCA’) and its Constituent Bodies have been giving 
consideration to a regulatory framework for a national approach to regulation of the legal 
profession. 
 
To this end, the LCA has produced a document which sets out its views for a new 
regulatory framework to support future regulation of the legal profession, consistent with 
the uniformity and simplification objectives of the Legal Profession Reform Project agreed 
by COAG in February 2009.  A copy of this document is attached for the information of the 
Taskforce. 
 
I have provided this document to you at this point for a number of reasons, being: 

 It provides you with the views of the LCA and its Constituent Bodies on what is 
considered an appropriate framework for a new, national approach to regulation and 
the seamless delivery of legal services. 

 It responds, in part, to a request made by the Taskforce for an understanding of the 
legal profession’s issues – and solutions – for reform. 

 It responds to the Regulatory Framework paper issued by the Taskforce. 
 
You will understand that the LCA, as the national voice of the profession, wishes to make 
its views known to the Taskforce as and when appropriate, and particularly in response to 
papers issued by the Taskforce.  You will also appreciate that the LCA is not represented 
on the Consultative Group and while Bill Grant is on the Taskforce, it is understood that he 
fulfils this role in his personal capacity, not necessarily to advance the views of the LCA. 
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In addition to making available to you the LCA document on a new regulatory framework, I 
also wish to set out for your consideration some issues which this Law Council and its 
Constituent Bodies consider to be a vital part of a new national regulatory framework.  
These include.  

1. There must remain an independent legal profession. 

2. An independent legal profession must play a  substantial role in its own regulation. 

3. Professional conduct rules must be determined by the legal profession at a 
national level. 

4. Existing legislation regulating the legal profession must be substantially simplified, 
thereby easing the regulatory burden on practitioners, especially on those who 
engage in multi-jurisdictional legal practice (i.e. law practices operating in more 
than one State or Territory). 

5. Any simplified system of regulation of the profession should not result in an 
increase in the cost of regulation for either consumers or legal practitioners. 

6. Any new system of regulation should be costed and should not be commenced 
until this costing is made publically available. 

7. In accordance with national standards set by the National Standards body, existing 
legal professional bodies which issue legal practitioners with practising certificates 
should continue to do so. 

8. In accordance with standards set by the National Standards body, existing legal 
professional bodies which perform functions related to discipline of legal 
practitioners should continue to do so. 

9. In accordance with standards set by the National Standards body, existing legal 
profession bodies which undertake trust account regulation and supervision should 
continue to do so. 

10. Multi-jurisdictional law practices must be permitted to have a single trust account. 

11. Existing decision-making bodies and Attorneys-General in each State and Territory 
should continue to allocate interest earned on trust deposits as currently provided 
for. 

12. For interest earned on trust account deposits in respect of multi-jurisdictional law 
practices, there will need to be an appropriate method for apportionment of interest 
between each State and Territory, and a review of the methodology must be 
undertaken at regular intervals. 

13. In accordance with standards set by the National Standards body, existing legal 
profession bodies which administer fidelity funds should continue to do so. 

14. In accordance with standards set by the National Standards body, existing legal 
professional bodies which  manage lawyers’ professional indemnity insurance 
should continue to do so. 
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15. Reform of legal profession regulation must achieve significant reductions in the 
cost of regulation through the introduction of uniform, simplified national legislation 
and standards, as well as through streamlined administration and a rationalisation  
of existing regulatory structures. 

 
I reiterate that it is a vital part of having an independent legal profession that its members 
set the standards of professional conduct for the profession to follow and play a part in the 
regulation of the profession.  There are many reasons for this but I would particularly 
emphasise that: 

 an independent legal profession to promote the administration of justice and to 
defend liberty is a vital component of the rule of law in any country; 

 the co-regulatory system in operation in Australia is effective in meeting community 
expectations; 

 the profession donates considerable expertise and time to regulatory activities; and 

 including the profession in regulatory activities is very cost-effective and keeps the 
total cost of regulation at reasonable levels. 

 
As I said in my letter to you of 26 October, the Australian legal profession is committed to 
the success of the National Legal Profession Reform project and to streamlining and 
simplifying regulation of the profession. I will take the opportunity, from time to time, to 
bring matters to your attention which I consider may impact on its success. 
 
I shall, of course, be available to discuss these issues with you should that be your wish. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
John Corcoran 
 
 
Attachment:  LCA proposal for a new regulatory framework 
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Introduction 

The Law Council of Australia is the peak national representative body of the Australian 
legal profession. The Council speaks for the Australian legal profession on national and 
international issues, representing the interests of approximately 56,000 Australian 
lawyers, through their representative bar associations and law societies and the Large 
Law Firm Group Ltd (the “constituent bodies” of the Law Council). 

This Paper sets out the views of the Law Council Directors and Chief Executive Officers of 
the Council’s constituent bodies on what is considered an appropriate framework for a 
new, national approach to regulation of the legal profession and the seamless delivery of 
legal services.   

The Paper has been developed against the background of the Consultation Paper entitled 
The Regulatory Framework: A National Legal Profession, released by the National Legal 
Profession Taskforce on 16 September 2009.   
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Regulatory role:

• Responsible for the ad ministration within the State or Territory of the N ation al Framework,
consistent with national legislation, standards, policy and practice.

• Responsible for delivering regulatory functions and ensuring conformance with regulato ry

obligations by legal practit ioners whose home jurisdiction fo r regulatory purposes is that State
or Territory.

• Application of legal profession conduct rules.

• Determine fees, charges and levies in relation to the administration and operation of the
National Framework within that State or Territory.

• Administer statuto ry deposit and similar accounts, fidelity and other public purpose funds,
including disbursements.

Complaints-handling role:
• Investigate, manage, resolve, recommend or decide action (as appropriate) in relation to

consumer complaints and complaints raising professional conduct and disciplinary issues in
accordance with powers and functions devolved from the National Legal Services Ombudsman.

Supreme Courts
and Disciplinary 

Tribunals

Model National Regulatory Framework

National Legal Services Board

Role:
• Approves overall design of the National Framework and enabling legislation.
• Facilitates enactment of legislation and establishment of National Framework. 

Council of Australian 
Governments

Role:
• Statutory responsibility for the oversight of the National Framework, including its development, 

maintenance and operation.

• Establish Committees and Consultative Groups as required to assist in carrying out the 

functions of the Board.

• Promote consistency among State Regulatory Authorities in the interpretation and application 
of legal profession regulatory laws and national standards.

• National standards for:
• academic and practical legal training requirements for admission

• assessment of applicants for admission, including overseas qualified applicants
• continuing professional development
• professional indemnity insurance
• granting, renewal, suspension and revocation of practising certificates
• conditions on admission and practising certificates

• approving legal profession conduct rules promulgated by the LCA and ABA, so as to confer 
national standards status on those rules 

• legal practice interventions and external management
• management of fidelity fund claims
• management of trust monies and trust accounts

• costs disclosure and billing
• registration of foreign lawyers
• complaints-handling (including both consumer and conduct matters) by the National Legal 

Services Ombudsman

• Maintain national public registers of Australian lawyers, Australian legal practitioners, other 

law practices and Australian-registered foreign lawyers.

• Maintain the national public register of disciplinary findings of Courts and Tribunals.

• Establish, develop and maintain relationships and protocols with foreign legal profession 
regulatory authorities.

Role:
• Oversights implementation of the National Framework.
• Approves proposed legislative and structural changes to the National Framework.
• Reviews operation and effectiveness of the National Framework (including independent review

in 3-years).
• Consulted on appointments by Federal Attorney to the National Legal Services Board

Secretariat

State Regulatory Authorities

Standing Committee of 
Attorneys-General

NOTE:

“State Regulatory Authorities” encapsulates all regulatory activities, functions and bodies that regulate legal practice and t he provision of legal services 
within a State or Territory.

The Law Society or Bar Association of each State or Territory may have a role either as a State Regulatory Authority, or with respect to regulatory 

functions conferred under the organisation and allocation of regulatory functions by the relevant State or Territory.

This is in addition to the ongoing role each Law Society and Bar Association has in representing the profession, and in serving th e community through 
relationships, products, information and services that engage, inform and educate consumers and other stakeholders about the profession, the legal 
system and their rights as consumers of legal services.

National Legal Services 
Ombudsman

Role:

• Administer and oversee a nat ional co mplaints-handling scheme in accordance with principles
stipulated in legislation and standards set by the National Legal Services Board.

• State or Territo ry Regulatory Authorities manage co mplaints under devolved powers, apart

from complaints th at are sensitive or where a conflict of interest would exist if h andled within a
State or Territory.
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Model National Regulatory Framework: 

Description 

Legislative Design 

The constitutional arrangements between the Commonwealth, the States and the 
Territories are not considered to be a fundamental determinant of the design of the 
National Regulatory Framework.   

Accordingly, the Model is not, for example, considered to be necessarily dependent upon 
a transfer of legislative powers to the Commonwealth. 

An appropriate legislative basis to establish the National Framework envisaged in the 
Model could involve uniform State laws and Territory laws to establish the National 
Framework, complemented by local Administration of Laws legislation to establish the 
roles, powers and functions of the State and Territory Regulatory Authorities.  This 
approach will provide flexibility for each State and Territory to determine the most 
appropriate allocation of these roles, powers and functions having regard to the 
circumstances of each jurisdiction. 

If it transpires that the uniform State laws and Territory laws to create the National 
Framework needed to be designed in a way that formally confers regulatory powers and 
functions on the National Legal Services Board, our view is that regulatory powers and 
functions should then be legislatively devolved upon State Regulatory Authorities as 
decided by the relevant State or Territory government.  The option of doing this by way of 
“delegation” is not supported because of the inherent uncertainty about the regulatory 
arrangements being changed by an executive decision of the Board. 

Role of the Council of Australian Governments (COAG) 

COAG’S role is to: 

 drive and agree the design of National Framework and the enabling 
legislation; and 

 agree to inter-government arrangements required for enactment of enabling 
legislation and the establishment of the National Framework. 

It is not envisaged that COAG has an ongoing role in monitoring and driving future 
development of the National Framework.  The view is that this important function is 
properly a matter for the Standing Committee of Attorneys-General. 

Role of Standing Committee of Attorneys-General (SCAG) 

The role envisaged for SCAG includes: 

 oversighting the implementation of the National Framework. 

 regularly reviewing the operation and effectiveness of the National 
Framework. 

 the Ministerial council through which proposals for legislative change that 
affect the design and operation of the National Framework will be proposed, 
and if endorsed, coordinated. 
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 initiating a independent review of the National Framework at the end of the 
Framework’s first 3 years of operation. 

It is also envisaged that the appointments to the National Legal Services Board would be 
made by the Federal Attorney-General, in consultation with other SCAG Ministers and key 
stakeholders such as, for example, the Law Council of Australia, the Australian Bar 
Association and State and Territory Professional Associations. 

National Legal Services Board 

It is envisaged this will be a statutory Board, supported by a small Secretariat.  The Board 
will be expected to establish Committees and Consultative Groups, as required, to assist 
in the development of national standards, policies and practices.  It is essential that 
nominees of the Law Council of Australia be members of those Committees and 
Consultative Groups to contribute the expertise, interests and perspectives of the 
Australian legal profession to that work. The nominees would include representation for 
the law associations and independent referral Bars, as appropriate. 

The Consultative Group paper entitled The Regulatory Framework: A National Legal 
Profession which was released by the Taskforce on 16 September 2009 also proposes 
the establishment of a National Legal Services Board.  The Board would have the primary 
role of determining the National Standards for regulating legal practice and the provision 
of legal services.  Under this proposal, the Board would consist of about 5 members, 
appointed on the basis of expertise in the practise of law, consumer protection and 
regulation of a profession. If this Model is adopted, a nominee of the Law Council of 
Australia must be a member of Board. 

The Consultative Group paper also states that in setting National Standards the proposed 
Board would be informed by subject-specific advisory committees, and would comprise 
representatives from the relevant stakeholder groups, including the professional 
associations, the Courts, consumers, education institutions and Australian governments.  
As mentioned above, nominees of the Law Council of Australia must be a members of 
those committees, contributing the expertise, interests and perspectives of the Australian 
legal profession. 

Under a uniform national regulatory framework, a National Standard for legal profession 
conduct rules will be needed (consistent with the approach currently taken under the 
Model Bill and Legal Profession Acts).  That national standard must be based upon the 
legal profession conduct rules as developed and promulgated by the Law Council of 
Australia and the Australian Bar Association, consistent with the principle that it is an 
inherent function of the legal profession as a profession to determine the standards of 
ethical conduct required of all members of the profession. 

Functions of the Board 

A core purpose of this role is to oversight the National Framework, including its 
development, maintenance and operation.  In performing this role, the Board will 
necessarily establish appropriate working relationships and consultative mechanisms with 
the State Regulatory Authorities and other stakeholders. 

It would be undesirable for the national body to have a legislated “oversight” role in 
relation to the planning, budgeting, financial management and operations of the State 
Regulatory Authorities as this could lead to unnecessary duplication of resources and 
uncertainty. 
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The primary core purpose of the Board is to establish National Standards required to 
deliver a truly national regulatory framework for regulating the legal profession and the 
provision of legal services.  The areas identified as especially requiring National 
Standards are: 

 academic and practical legal training requirements for admission; 

 assessment of applicants for admission, including overseas qualified 
applicants; 

 continuing professional development; 

 professional indemnity insurance; 

 granting, renewal, suspension and revocation of practising certificates; 

 conditions on admission and practising certificates; 

 approving legal profession conduct rules promulgated by the Law Council of 
Australia and the Australian Bar Association, so as to confer National 
Standards status on those legal profession conduct rules; 

 legal practice interventions and external management; 

 management of fidelity fund claims; 

 management of trust monies and trust accounts; 

 costs disclosure and billing; 

 registration of foreign lawyers in relation to the practise of foreign law in 
Australia; and  

 complaints handling (including both consumer and conduct-related matters). 

The Model envisages that the National Legal Services Board would establish Committees 
and Consultative Groups to garner specialist expertise and, where necessary, a broader 
range of views, in developing National Standards. The legal profession must be 
represented on those Committees and Consultative Groups through nominees of the Law 
Council of Australia, to add the expertise of the law associations and independent referral 
bars to the work of these committees and groups, as appropriate. 

Support of these Committees and Consultative Groups necessarily involves a cost; 
however, the cost would be off-set by a reduction in the number of corresponding 
Committees and Consultative Groups that currently exist at State and Territory level. It is 
expected that State Regulatory Authorities would continue to utilise committees to consult 
locally on regulatory policies and practices that support the National Framework. 

Similarly, conferring upon the National Legal Services Board the function of setting 
standards for admission to the legal profession will reduce the cost of this aspect of the 
legal regulatory system, while also ensuring national consistency by decision-makers. 

In relation to Legal Profession Rules, the view is that a new Regulatory Framework must 
preserve the independence of the legal profession.  A core aspect of this is the ongoing 
ability of the profession to determine its Professional Conduct Rules, which govern the 
ethical basis of a legal practitioner’s relationships with clients, the Courts and other 
members of the profession.  The Law Council of Australia and the Australian Bar 
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Association are currently developing uniform, national professional conduct rules for 
solicitors and barristers.  The National Framework must ensure that Professional Conduct 
Rules continue to be determined, on a uniform national basis, by the legal profession – 
preferably by statutorily conferring this role on the Law Council/Australian Bar Association. 

It is also noted that there will, nevertheless, be an ongoing need to give statutory 
recognition to Professional Conduct Rules (as Legal Profession Conduct Standards) as a 
breach of these Standards forms one of the statutory elements of conduct capable of 

constituting unsatisfactory professional conduct or profession misconduct.   

Deliberately omitted from the Model is a role for the Board (or State Regulatory 
Authorities) in accrediting institutions that provide academic courses and practical legal 
training programs for admission – the view is that accreditation by admitting authorities 
duplicates the accreditation of tertiary institutions and higher education providers already 
dealt with by existing Commonwealth, State and Territory education authorities. 

Also omitted from the Model the regulation of law practice management systems for 
incorporated legal practices (ILPs).  Regulation of ILPs as corporate entities is a matter for 
corporations law, whereas regulation of ILPs under the legal profession regulatory 
framework should focus on 3 policy outcomes for legal practitioners who practice within 
ILPs: 

 practitioners must not avoid their professional responsibilities by shielding 
behind the “corporate veil”;  

 practitioners must not place the interests of the company or shareholders 
above their paramount duties to the courts and to their clients; and 

 practitioners must not practice in ways within an ILP that they would not be 
entitled to do outside of an ILP. 

It is of considerable importance that establishing a National Legal Services Board does 
not simply result in the creation of a new regulatory body in addition to the operational 
regulation performed by State Regulatory Authorities. It is expected that regulatory powers 
and functions, apart from determining National Standards, would be exercised State 
Regulatory Authorities.   

Functions of State Regulatory Authorities 

The establishment of a new national regulatory framework does not require the creation of 
an office of Legal Services Commissioner with a broad range of powers and functions in 
every jurisdiction - the existing co-regulatory approach should be retained, to recognise 
that different considerations apply between the “larger” and “smaller’ jurisdictions when it 
comes to over-sighting the operation of the National Framework.   

Hopefully, the States and Territories will take the opportunity to simplify and rationalise the 
number of regulatory authorities in their jurisdictions. 

State and Territory Regulatory Authorities would administer the National Framework within 
their particular jurisdiction in accordance with uniform legislation and the National 
Standards determined by the National Legal Services Board.   

With these considerations in mind, it is considered that each State and Territory will 
decide how regulatory powers and functions will be allocated between statutory office 
holders and professional associations.  Law Societies and Bar Associations should 
continue to undertake relevant regulatory activities as they do now, including activities 
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such as, for example: granting and renewing practising certificates; inspection, 
examination and investigation of trust account records and management of trust accounts; 
external interventions; investigation of complaints relating to professional conduct issues; 
managing fidelity claims and administration of the compulsory professional indemnity 
insurance scheme. 

Accordingly while the expression “State Regulatory Authorities“ encapsulates all of the 
regulatory activities, functions and bodies that regulate legal practice and the provision of 
legal services within a State or Territory, it does not imply that each State and Territory will 
have a Legal Services Commissioner.  Under the Model,  the Law Society and Bar 
Association of each State or Territory may have a role either as a State Regulatory 
Authority, or with respect to regulatory functions delegated to it by the State Regulatory 
Authority. 

The Model envisages that in administering the National Framework, questions may arise 
about the interpretation and application of legal profession regulatory laws and National 
Standards in particular situations. The Model envisages the National Legal Services 
Board working with the State Regulatory Authorities to promote consistency among them 
in the way legislation and National Standards are interpreted and applied in the day-to-day 
administration of the framework. It is recognise that the Courts remain ultimately 
responsible for deciding questions of law. 

Role of Supreme Courts and Disciplinary Tribunals 

The Model does not envisage any change to the functions of the Supreme Courts and 
Disciplinary Tribunals. 

Supreme Courts, for example, would continue to exercise their inherent jurisdiction over 
admission to the legal profession.  Australian lawyers would continue to be officers of the 
Court and as such, subject ultimately to discipline by the Courts. 

Cost and Funding of the National Framework 

The new National Framework must: 

 achieve significant reductions in the cost of regulation through the introduction 
of uniform, simplified national legislation and standards, as well as through 
streamlined administration and a rationalisation  of existing regulatory 
structures; 

 utilise existing sources of funding and realised savings though simplifications 
and national uniformity to meet the cost of regulation, including the National 
Legal Services Board and Ombudsman functions;  

 not shift funds for regulatory purposes to non-regulatory activities; 

 not lead to higher practising costs for legal practitioners; and 

 enable law practices that operate on a multi-jurisdictional basis to operate a 
single trust account, and ensure that that is an equitable distribution of the 
interest earned on those accounts between the States and Territories. 
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National Legal Services Ombudsman 

The National Legal Profession Reform Taskforce has proposed the establishment of a 
National Legal Services Ombudsman to administer and oversee a national complaints-
handling scheme.  

The Taskforce proposes that all complaints be assessed as either consumer disputes or 
disciplinary matters. Both categories of complaints would be addressed in accordance 
with principles stipulated in the uniform legislation and relevant Standards set by the 
Taskforce’s proposed National Legal Services Board.   

The Taskforce envisages that the actual handling of complaints would be devolved to 
State and Territory entities.  Under this approach, the National Ombudsman would 
perform an oversight role over the complaints-handling framework apart from: 

 reserving and handling certain types of complaints (for example, complaints of 
a particularly sensitive nature or those where a conflict of interest may arise if 
handled at a local level); and 

 undertaking reviews of certain complaint-handling outcomes or proposed 
outcomes. 

It is considered that the office of the National Legal Services Ombudsman would need to 
be statutorily distinct from the National Legal Services Board.  This is regarded as 
important for independence and to avoid unnecessary confounding of regulatory matters 
with complaint-handling issues.  

The Taskforce envisages that where a complaint relates to purely consumer issues the 
matter should be able to be dealt with quickly and without formality. 

In establishing a national complaints-handling scheme, the Taskforce noted consideration 
will need to be given to questions such as which local entities would be involved in 
addressing the complaint and whether existing bodies will need to be reshaped to do so.  
As the same standards and procedures will be applied, there is also increased opportunity 
for cooperation between States and Territories in providing local services.  This might 
include, for example, a single national portal through which consumers could lodge 
complaints and obtain information. 

The establishment of a national complaints-handling scheme should: 

 lead to an overall reduction in the cost of managing complaints;  

 be funded from existing sources (which would include the aggregate funding 
of existing Legal Services Commissioners); and 

 consolidate the existing complaints-handling infrastructure so that, for 
example, consumers are presented with a single, national portal for lodging 
complaints (which would then be “streamed” to the appropriate State and 
Territory body). 

Self-regulation is one of the hallmarks of an independent legal profession.  Law Societies 
and Bar Associations in their capacity as State Regulatory Authorities:  

 should have substantive powers and functions conferred upon them under the 
national framework, especially in relation to handling complaints involving 
professional conduct matters; 
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 are best placed to apply the Rules of Professional Conduct;  

 possess a unique understanding of legal practice; and 

 have the necessary expertise to investigate the activities of law practices, 
including, for example, the management of trust money and trust accounts. 

The Taskforce proposal that State and Territory bodies would generally exercise the same 
powers and functions across Australia is supported.  This would, for example, include the 
power to: 

 facilitate mediation or conciliation;  

 issue binding determinations for consumer disputes and minor misconduct 
matters; and 

 commence disciplinary proceedings in the relevant Tribunal or Supreme Court 
where more serious instances of unsatisfactory professional conduct, or 
professional misconduct, is involved. 

There is also support for a model in which the National Ombudsman monitors complaints-
handling work to ensure powers and functions devolved to State Regulatory Authorities 
under complaints-handling framework are exercised appropriately. Decisions made at a 
local level, particularly in relation to complaints involving conduct matters, should be 
reviewable by the National Legal Services Ombudsman.   

There is no support for the suggestion that complaints and discipline matters arising in the 
smaller jurisdictions, such as the ACT and the Northern Territory could be dealt with by a 
larger jurisdiction that has an independent Legal Services Commissioner or complaints-
handler. 


